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AS THE WORLD MOVED TOWARD A CYBER SOCIETY DURING THE LAST 25
years, experts envisioned a world of robots replacing human beings in a
myriad of tasks, including caregiving. A cold image, indeed.
Thankfully, today's technology means faster access to better informa

Long gone are the days of
manual typewriters, rotary phones
and tto m?-chines.
It's a new mil ennium
and a brave new world.
What is your favorite

.dl'

tion. The capability to conduct business transactions in a near instant
creates the freedom to shift our focus from tasks that truly are better
left to computers - number crunching, benefits tracking, call routing and
claims processing - to those that have personal meaning to our mem
bers. Consider the stories in this issue:
• Our vision for the enterprise focuses on leveraging our strengths in
health care into the health industry as a whole. Foundational to that are
our four business sectors: Health Business, E-business, First Coast
Service Options and Diversified Business. Tying all the components
together and creating the opportunity to extend our knowledge and
experience in health care to a bigger industry is technology.
• Product Simplification rolls out in full force, providing an array of
member-friendly products along with convenient, online claims process

e capability to
conduct business transactions
1n a near instant
creates the freedom to
shift our focus from tasks
that truly are better left to computers
to those that have.
personal meaning
to our members.

ing. It represents a combination of new technology and redesigned
health care plans that will enable us to touch more Floridians with
affordable health care solutions than ever before.
• PersonalPath.com is our highway to health information that is
personalized, credible and secure. The first of its kind in Florida, this
exciting new web site is available to all Floridians, as well as BCBSF
employees and members.
• The August debut of our volunteer program, Blue Community
Champions, uses the company Intranet to help enrich the communities
where we live, work and play. The program facilitates involvement by list
ing volunteer opportunities and handling registration for some activities. It
also helps to measure the impact we have in our communities through vol
unteer activities and to recognize individuals and teams for their efforts.
• In our lnterView section, Regulatory Affairs and Public Policy Vice
President Randy Kammer discusses how people from throughout the
company form policies that will have the greatest societal value and are
legislatively feasible.
• Finally, in Bright Ideas, we asked employees about their favorite
technological advances of the new millennium. We think the range of
their perspectives will surprise you.
For the first time, we're distributing

Peropectiveo via desk drop in an

effort to ensure that all employees have an opportunity to benefit from
this important, award-winning publication. We welcome your opinions
and suggestions. You can contact us in several ways: voice mail, (904)
905-3047; email, "Blue Views"; fax, (904) 905-6638; or interoffice mail,

CLAUDIA BRAUER
QUALITY ANALYST, REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, MIAMI
Geostationary satellites. As important as stone tools, the discovery of
fire, or the wheel, Planet Earth's history "before" and "after" the Age of

JAMES DUNSFORD
SERVICE MANAGER, DIRECT OVER 65 CENTRAL, JACKSONV
I would be hard pressed to pick a single item. As a c
ing has experienced some great advances though. Ask ,

Satellites. Expanding our senses of sight and sound, elongating our hands

church key is and you'll get a blank stare. The base of t

and feet, adding wings to our imagination. The modern world as we know

bottle required some innovative engineering and I und,

it wouldn't be if it weren't for "The Satellite." We pick up an amazing

is a revolution on the horizon for the disposable coffee

device and in a few seconds sound is transformed into electrical impuls

er. One can only imagine what lies ahead!

es, sent to outer space, processed in non-gravity and sent back to Earth!
TV, phone, fax, pager, Internet. Food processing, computers, highway

JAMES WILLIS

patrols, emergency rooms, nuclear weapons, airplanes, space shuttles.

SENIOR PROJECT CONSULTANT, HBPuD, JACKSONVILLE

For progress or desolation. In sickness and in health. In good times and
in bad. Paraphrasing Carl Sagan: "Sending signals of intelligence to a hun

I started my first job when phones were dialed not 1
push button phone with caller ID, conference calling, c

dred ships launched to the realms of the solar system, and four of them

button dialing, voice mail and a speaker phone is my fa

out, to the stars."

have to go to a meeting to talk to more than one perso
hang up to be sent to a new number. Voice mail record
Most importantly, I don't have to wait after dialing a ni
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with the goal being
to develop position statements
that are 1n the
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With the driving torce6
ot the current
bu6ineM environment,
we're leveraging our
6trength6 in health
care into the health
indu6try a6 a whole.

best interest of the company,
have the �reatest value tor
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and society,.
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and are legislatively feasible.

What do you mean
by legi<Slatively
bea<Sible?

How doe<S Public
Policy determine
which iMue<S require
an obbicial company
po<Sition?

KAMMER: If we are going to suggest a change that affects the law,
there must be a connection between political reality and our policy
positions. This is critical. Having an understanding of how to develop
positions that are legislatively feasible has a direct impact on our abili
ty to influence real, meaningful solutions that will benefit our mem
bers. Our Governmental and Legislative Relations department provides
direction on ensuring our positions are legislatively feasible and they
also have been successful in implementing our policy positions in the
legislature and in Congress.

PERSONALPATH. COM
Our new highway to health
intormation i6 penonalized,
credible and 6ecure. The
b,,ir6t ob it6 kind in Florida,
thi6 exciting new web 6ite i6
available to all Floridiano.

KAMMER: There are many different ways issues get surfaced - from
the Public Policy Workgroup, the Public Affairs Leadership Team, input
from senior leadership and by monitoring the media. We also get good
information on issues from our members and providers.

What'<S ahead uor
Public Policy?
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PRODUCT
SIMPLIFICATION

Thi6 initiative combine6 new technology
and rede6igned health care plan6 with a
menu approach that allow6 mem1Jero to
pick and choo6e borm6 ob coverage that are
meaningbul to them.

CHAMPIONS
IN BLUE
Our new company volunteer program tacil
itate6 employee involvement and help6 uo
to meaoure the impact-we have in our
communitie6.

KAMMER: To be an effective regulatory advocate, you must have a
How doe<S your
good understanding of the business and political environment, so that
background in
combination is very helpful in developing policy positions - it gives me
Regulatory Abbair<S
help you in your role I a practical view of the impact of our positions.
I
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KAMMER: I would like to see our department move toward evaluating
issues that affect us as an entire organization, not just our health business.
For example, changes in the investment code could have a big impact on
our future financial success. Having a positive influence over laws and
regulations that affect our company is critical to our future survival. ;;

■ TAKING A STAND

Randy Kammer, recently appointed
vice preoident ob Public Policy in
addition to her role a6 vice preoident
ob ;,Regulatory Relationo, diocuMeo
Public Policy'6 role and how it helpo
BCBSF reach it6 bu6ineM goal6.
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A recipient of PRSA's national 2000 Bronze Anvil Commendation and the North Florida Image 2000 Award
of Distinction, Peropective6 is published quarterly for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida employees by
the Public Relations [i Corporate Communications Division. All rights reserved. This publication may not be
reproduced in part or in whole without permission. Copyright 2000. You're invited to share your comments
by voice (904/905-3047), fax (904/905-6638), or email (Blue Views).
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Yet, Blue Cro�s and Blqe Shield of Florida

emeraect a leader.
"1hy? Becaµse we continuously
assess the enVIronment
and
respqnd strategi <:ally
to industry dynamics
and changing member needs.

These positions help us
to presep.t a

consistent
message of
where the
company stands
. on key .issues and our
v1e'\'Po1nts

on How to improve
the health care
industry.
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KAMMER: Our key issues are the ones you read abot
newspapers - the uninsured, patient protection legislati
reform, individual reform, children's health issues and e
coverage, just to name a few. We currently have positio1
70 issues and we are usually in the process of developin
about 10 issues at any given time.

KAMMER: Basically, we believe that adding another
regulation would lead to additional cost for our member
added value. We do support fair, reasonable and adeqw
to protect consumers, but we believe that the best solut
private efforts between health plans and members, whic
innovation and positive change in the health care syster
Some solutions we advocate include promoting efficie1
care financing and delivery, increasing competition based
promoting continuous quality improvements. We want to
that have unnecessary complexity and increase the cost c

KAMMER: We have three analysts (PhDs), Pamela M,
and Tim Strawderman, who research and analyze key is�
variety of resources - the web, trade publications and a
publications. We also look at historical data and work cl
people in the company and at trade associations who he
contact with the issue.
All of our proposed policy positions are reviewed an1
the Public Policy Workgroup, which represents many an
company, including marketing, finance, senior markets,
e-business and diversified business. This group seeks to
sus with the goal being to develop position statements t
best interest of the company, have the greatest value fo
and society, and are legislatively feasible.
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KAMMER: Our role is to ensure that the direction the company is
going is consistent with corporate values and has the greatest impact
for BCBSF, the industry and society in general. We do this by research
ing and analyzing critical issues that affect our company and industry
and by developing position statements that reflect the company's view
points on these issues.

KAMMER: These positions are used by our Government and
Regulatory areas, in addition to others who have contact with the
media, trade associations and other external publics. These positions
help us to present a consistent message of where the company stands
on key issues and our viewpoints on how to improve the health care
industry. These improvements will ultimately help to provide our mem
bers with affordable health care choices.

KAMMER: We want to have a positive impact on the health care
industry by helping to shape solutions that help people obtain and
maintain health care coverage. We do this by advocating affordable
health care solutions.
We believe that what is good for the health care industry is generally
good for BCBSF, as well. For example, we believe that if we are able to
help shape solutions to decrease the number of uninsured, we enhance
our own business position because it reduces the amount of unnecessary
medical costs that are passed on to health care coverage companies.

AS WE APPROACHED THE YEAR 2000, THE CORPORATE STRATEGY
Committee addressed a growing realization:
Health care is only one portion - a shrinking
portion - of the health industry.
"While we don't see our revenue shrink
ing, " says Chief Financial Officer Chris Doerr,
"we do see the health care slice of the health
industry pie shrinking."
"Health care" focuses on benefits - a mem
ber pays a premium in return for coverage
and access to care. But other slices of the
health industry focus on out-of-pocket
expenses, the uninsured and insurance for
benefits such as long-term care and medical
savings accounts.
"Historically, we have focused on health
care, thinking more as a health insurance or a
managed care company," says Chief Strategy
Officer Joe Grantham. 'Today, the Corporate
Strategy Committee is committed to broaden
ing our vision as an enterprise and focusing
on the entire health industry."

.e made a decision
to 111\ �rt our company.
We used to have
our health business
at the top
and everyt�ing else
support 1t.
- BRlfCf BA.G Nl
GENERAL COUNSEL

Enterprise Vision

Our vision for the enterprise is to be: "A com
pany focused primarily on the health industry,
delivering value through an array of choices."
Executive Vice President Robert Lufrano
says the Enterprise Vision contains subtle but
meaningful changes.
"First, focusing primarily on the health
industry as opposed to health care allows us to
leverage key assets into a whole industry
rather than limiting ourselves to only one seg
ment," he says. "Second, to deliver value
through an array of choices, we have to broad
en our view of what our opportunities to pro
vide value are."

CONTINUED ON NEXT PA(,[
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BlueCare HMO plans

_e next tive years
will bring

tremendous
change to the industry.
To be successful,
'Ve'11 have to

cnange as never
L,/betore -

and we're
positio�ing the c 9mpany
to do JUSt that. ,

- BOB UJFRAtiO

BCBSF EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

General Counsel Bruce Bagni explains, "We made a decision to invert
our company. We used to have our health business at the top and every
thing else support it. Now we've created four business sectors: Health
Business, Diversified Services, Government Business and E-business. We
can't survive having too much of our business confined to one slice of
the health industry pie."
The health care slice of the industry is a low-margin business:
z percent to 3 percent. The other sectors have bigger profit margin
potential, and the expectation is that their financial contributions to
the bottom line will grow faster than the Health Business Sector.
That doesn't minimize the critical importance of our Health Business
Sector because it is the foundation of our business.
"We discussed whether we want to become more diversified, and we
concluded that our assets and strengths are in what we know best heal th," Grantham says. 'We have _to leverage our valued assets across
the health industry and not go cut timber in Brazil."

Three plus two
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The Corporate Direction for the Enterprise is based on three trends
and two uncertainties.
First the trends:
• E-business/e-commerce will play a key role in reshaping the land
scape of today's economy. E-business refers to newly created e-based
companies with new business models. E-commerce refers to applying e
based technology to existing business models.
• Empowered consumers demand convenience, timeliness, consis
tency, quality, control, personalized services and choices. In particular,
if employers shift to defined contribution plans (giving consumers the
power to spend a set amount of benefits dollars as they see fit), it will
change the face of our industry.

Our new HMO package, called BlueCare, rolled out Jan. 1, 2000. Our
members, sales staff and provider network have enthusiastically received
it. About 75 percent of our HMO members have migrated to BlueCare. It is
available through Health Options Inc. to individuals in Florida who are
not covered by a group plan. Here is how BlueCare works:
• Members pay a monthly fee in return for a full range of hospital,
physician and other medical services.
• Each member chooses a Primary Care Physician (PCP) from the
HMO's network of doctors to coordinate all their health care needs.
• PCPs provide most medical services to members.
• Written referrals from the PCP generally are needed for the mem
ber to receive covered services from another physician or hospital,
although some exceptions may apply.
• When covered services are provided through, or coordinated by,
the PCP, the member pays only a predetermined co-payment, eliminat
ing deductibles and balance billing.
• Optional riders for maternity and child care only coverage are
available for an additional cost.

BlueChoice PPO plans

BlueChoice PPO products replace our Preferred Patient Care PPO.
BlueChoice was introduced to the group markets beginning Oct. 1.
BlueChoice currently is available to members of employer groups in
Florida that have contracted with BCBSF. BlueChoice for Individuals will
roll out in early 2001. Here is how BlueChoice works:
• Group members and/or their employers pay a monthly fee in
return for a full range of hospital, physician and other medical services.
• Covered individuals can choose any physician or hospital for
their care.
• However, covered individuals are encouraged to use the PPO's
network of providers to receive enhanced benefits such as no claims
filing and no balance billing.
• A variety of prescription drug coverage options are available,
depending on the group plan selected by the employer.
Under the BlueChoice products, there are three major plans:
• BlueChoice PPO Health Plan;
• BlueChoice Family Physician Plan; and
• BlueChoice PPO Co-payment Plan.
Blue Choice plans may also provide pharmacy coverage through
MediScript (coinsurance) and BlueScript (co-pay), wellness benefits and
expanded outpatient therapies, such as speech and occupational therapy.
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fits; increased lifetime maximum benefits; increased benefits for hos
pice care; and options for additional speech, occupational and cardiac
rehabilitation. Wellness benefits are the most frequently requested
option. The new PPO plan , BlueChoice , covers mammography, a fre
quently requested benefit.

E asy-to-read contracts

"Our members will benefit from - and hopefully appreciate - the
fact that their certificates of coverage are easier to read," says
Milstead. "We restructured the contracts so members can use this doc
ument to truly understand their health care coverage."

Accelerating the speed of business

In addition to making practical sense , streamlining our products lets
us process claims in as few as three minutes , thanks to the capabilities
of the Diamond Operating System and Virtual Office (VO).
'The big driver for the Product Simplification effort has been to
meet consumer needs and to get plans processed in a more efficient
environment to support improved customer service ," Troutt points out.
Diamond is an easy-to-use , PC-based processing engine that uses VO
for fast , convenient, on-line claims processing. To facilitate automated
processing , we equip providers' offices with PCs directly linked to our
Intranet site. A secure connection gives providers instant access to
benefits information and expedites referrals , co-pay amounts , and
claims submission and approval.
This technological breakthrough formed the catalyst for rethinking
how the company does business. Today, BCBSF's products are being re
designed to work in the Diamond and VO environment.
"Basically, VO takes the member out of the middle of health care
transactions," Thomas points out. "Providers have direct access to the
information they need, claims can be processed electronically, and the
member can simply concentrate on getting well."

Hand -in-hand with our new brand

BlueCare and BlueChoice products reflect our new brand strategy so
we can continue to present a consistent message about BCBSF.
"Each employee has a hand in fulfilling the brand strategy, as well as
our promise of providing caring, action-oriented service and affordable
health care choices ," says Milstead. "We can be proud of our simplified
BlueCare and BlueChoice products, which will strengthen us far into the
future. These are good examples of the caring solutions we provide." HI

A company focused
primarily on the
health. industry,
delivering value
througn an array of

choices.
• Financial services modernization law and its regulations will
reshape industry boundaries by enabling further integration of financial
institutions, brokerages and insurance companies. It will open doors to a
host of strategic partnerships that provide products and services.
And the uncertainties:
• Public policy developments will likely be a greater influence on the
future direction of health care than competition within the industry.
• The Blue Cross Blue Shield System of Plans continues to face
increasing conflict with regard to double branding , exclusive service
areas, the fee structure of national programs such as BlueCard , and con
solidation within the System of Plans.

Change is a given

"The next five years will bring tremendous change to the industry,"
Lufrano says. 'To be successful , we'll have to change as never before and we're positioning the company to do just that."
Through its strategic assessment and scenario analysis work, the
Corporate Strategy Committee reviewed a continuum of the health industry - from a single-payer system to a robust marketplace and from a
strong system of Blues plans to a less-unified system.

Synergies exist among our different sectors , and each sector sup
ports the Enterprise Vision.
• The Health Business Sector provides the customer base and brand
that can be leveraged for growth, scale, margin and other opportunities.
• With First Coast Service Options, we're one of the largest admin
istrators of a single-payer system. If the continuum shifts to single
payer, we're well positioned. So that sector is consistent with our pri
mary role in the health industry.
• Take Diversified Business with its life , disability income , dental,
worker's comp and long-term care products. These may not be the only
products we deliver in the future , but they allow us to gain tremendous
knowledge and experience we can use to further diversify.
• Through the E-business Sector, we will pursue opportunities to
drive our future business models to more effectively deliver products
and services while leveraging our key assets.
Beginning in December, the company will conduct two-way
communication meetings throughout the organization to explain the
Enterprise Vision. ;;

The Corporate Strategy Committee identified assets that we can leverage:
• The Blue Cross Blue Shield brand;
• Our customer base;
• Our relationships (providers , members , business decision makers,
stakeholders , other plans , etc.);
• Information; and
• Capabilities.
The umbrella to all of these is our industry knowledge and experience
that come from our number-one asset - our employees.
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"WITH OUR NEW, STREAMLINED COLLECTION OF VALUE-BASED
BlueCare (HMO) and BlueChoice (PPO) products, BCBSF is and will con
tinue to be a strong leader, " says Craig Thomas, director,
Product/Services Delivery. "None of our competitors offers such a
choice of member-friendly products along with convenient, online
claims processing. These innovations will transform not only our busi
ness, but also the future of the health care industry. "
Product Simplification is part of BCBSF's Business Transformation ini
tiative, which aims to provide affordable health care for all Floridians. It
combines new technology with redesigned health care plans.
"We're focused on members as never before, " says Thomas. "The
simplified BlueCare and BlueChoice product l ines are easier for mem
bers to understand, while offering additional coverage options that
members tell us they want. "

From thousan ds to dozens of variations

A LT H fN F O
AT LEAST 22 M I LLION AMERICANS REPORT USING THE I NTERNET TO SEEK
health information. Now, thanks to an exciting new web site called
Personal Path. com - the first of its kind in Florida - BCBSF employees,
members and all Floridians will be able to find h igh-quality, credible
health information they can trust.
Employees and members can choose to have this information person
al ized or customized for particular health conditions or concerns - a ll
without compromising privacy. "This is the I nternet site t o go t o for any
health-related question about yourself or your family, " says E lana
Schrader, M . D. , a medical director who became the operational product
manager of Personal . Path. com shortly before its mid-October launch.
PersonalPath. com offers such high value and has so much potential
that BCBSF has become part owner of the site, which carries our logo.
" I t's very much in keeping with our brand promise because it gives peo
ple the tools and information they need to manage their health," says
Jean Hul l , general manager of the I nd ividual Consumer Business Unit and
the PersonalPath.com project d irector.
Most of the site is accessible to every Floridian. "This is a value-added

service we can provide to our members and the public at no cost, " says
C indy Tanton, who led the marketing portion of the project. "It also will
keep the BCBSF and PersonalPath.com brand names i n front of the pub
lic as much as possible. "
Only employees and members receive advanced features such as a
personalized home page that is customized based on health insurance
claims information and access to the Internet research assistant. (See
Mory on page t o. )
For example, according t o Alexander Ommaya, Sc. D . , manager of
Business Knowledge Management, i f you have a history of diabetes, you
can set your PersonalPath. com home page to provide information spe
cific to your condition, including up-to-date diabetes news stories and a
diabetes care guide to enable you to work with your doctor in managing
practically every aspect of your condition. Repeat visits will reveal con
stantly updated information.
Hull likens it to Amazon.corn's abi l ity to recommend additional titles
to you by comparing your purchases with books bought by other read
ers whose selections matched yours. "What most separates the I nternet

Previously we offered approximately 1 , 400 HMO product variations
and 8,400 PPO variations. Through Product Simplification, we now pro
vide 20 statewide HMO plans with a variety of co-pay options. And PPO
plans have been consol idated statewide to 28 small group plans, and 60
large group plans offering a range of prescription drug benefits.
" I n the past, we frequently programmed our system to meet one
group's need, resulting in thousands of different plans," notes Terry
Troutt, project director, Product Simplification. Troutt heads up a cross
functional team that is responsible for standardizing all BCBSF plans.
Troutt's team, with members from throughout BCBSF, also has been
busy updating our Product Delivery Model so we can take products to
market faster, allowing us to improve the speed with which we need to
keep pace with market changes.
" Historically, it has taken two to three years to design and launch a
new product, " states Troutt. "BlueCare and BlueChoice were developed
much faster than in the past. With our new model , products should take
less than one year from step one to market i ntroduction. "

••••••
••••••
••••••
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••••••
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'We have increased plan design options for both groups and individ
ual health care consumers as we streaml ined the portfolio, " says Dawn
Milstead, director, Product Simplification. "This is significant because
we're preparing our current product platform for the future business
environment. BlueChoice plan options wi l l include plans based on a
deductible and coinsurance, a physician co-payment and a new family
physician co-payment. "
BlueCare and BlueChoice products integrate our members' most pop
ular benefits requests, according to Milstead. BlueChoice products
incorporate a range of enhanced benefits such as: adult wellness beneCONTt N u£D ON N[XT PA G [
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from junk mail is its ability to add value by providing more information
that is relevant to you, " she says. "That can be very powerful, and that's
what PersonalPath.com does."
Most importantly, PersonalPath.com's powerful personalization abil
ities are coupled with an equally powerful, unique privacy capability to
assure that no one - not PersonalPath.com, not BCBSF, not Internet
Privacy Solutions (!PS), a third involved company - has access to your
personalized pages or your health information. "Your log-on informa
tion is held by iPS, " says Ommaya, "while your claims information is
anonymously contained within PersonalPath.com data fields. The two
never meet. "
Implementation team member Rhonda Medows, M.D., a medical
director and practicing family physician, finds the site "very consumer
friendly. I personally went through 16 topics and felt that there wasn't
too much I couldn't agree with or would have to explain if one of my
patients brought in a print-out."
She also tested the site with her mother, who has arthritis, and her
husband, a family physician who already is considering using some of

the information for his own patients.
"It was easy for my mother to navigate. and she felt the text was peopie friendly, in everyday lingo that was easy to understand," says Medows.
By the beginning of the year, the Personal Path.com team hopes to
have in place a revenue-generating feature similar to advertising in the
phone book. "It will be designed to help you find information about prod
ucts and services particularly related to your condition," says Kevin
Hursey, director of corporate projects and the web site project manager.
To assure continued credibility, BCBSF's Medical Practice and
Coverage Committee, primarily composed of the company's medical
directors, will periodically review the site's content. Richard Cassidy,
M.D., a BCBSF medical director who will oversee the site content
review, is also a member of a Persona!Path.com advisory board that
also includes medical directors from other participating Blue Cross and
Blue Shield companies - including those in New Jersey, Michigan and
South Carolina.
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t o m a rk et

One ot the m o6t rem a rkable aopectti ot
Pertiona lPa th. com iti how q u ickly BCBSF i mple
mented itti tirM e-co m merce venture. "At the
begin ning ot the yea r. thio wati n 't on a nyo n e 'o
tichedule. " tiayti Jean Hull, Pertiona lPath. com
project d i rector. "It wati l a unched i n record
ti m e ati th e tirot ot i tti kind in the Florida m a r
ket tor two reaoono. Firot. the tiu pport ob th e
com p any hati been out6tandi ng. Secondly, the
i m plementa tion team - all volu n teerti who d i d
thiti in additi o n t o their regular work beca utie
they believed it wati tiomething we needed to
do - wati territic. "

www. per�onalpath. com
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Our new health information web site features:
• Care Guides offer practical information on living with an illness.
caring for an ill person and helping you understand how health care
benefits and the health system works.
• Disease Guides provide basic information about a disease or
condition, including its symptoms, how it is diagnosed, treatments, and
suggested questions for you to ask your doctor. A link to information
about nontraditional treatments is provided for many of the diseases
,and conditions, as well.
• Disease Risk Assessments help you evaluate your risk for different
diseases and conditions.
• Drug Search provides information about medications, how to take
them, possible side effects and how they interact with other drugs.
• The Harvard Health Letter offers expert opinions and analyses
on important medical topics culled from a collection of newsletters from
the Harvard University Medical School.
• Daily National and Local Medical News offers information,
including news from the Reuters Health Newswire.
• Health References is a research area that includes a medical
dictionary and encyclopedia, and a compendium of information on
complementary medicine, such as herbs, supplements and alternative
health approaches.
• Support Forum allows you to pose questions to, and to answer
questions from. people with similar health situations and concerns.
• My Neighborhood Calendar lists local health events happening
in your area.
"Of all the web-based health sites, this one does the best job of
integrating many different sources into content," says BCBSF Medical
Director Elana Schrader, M.D.
In addition to the option of having all this information personalized
every time you visit the site, PersonalPath.com also offers several other
personalized services:
• Live Help, which gives you toll-free, 2/hour-a-day phone access
for help in navigating the site.
• The Internet Research Assistant, staffed by registered nurses
and reviewed by physicians, locates credible, relevant medical
information on the PersonalPath.com site or elsewhere on the Internet.
• My Mailbox, your personal space for viewing answers to the
health questions submitted to your personal research assistant. ;;
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According to the Po,
Fou n da tion:
• in 1 9 9 8. 109 m illion ad u lto volu nteered. u p tiig1
93 m illion in 1 9 95 and 80 million i n 1 98 7;
• In 1 9 98, thotie 1 09 m illion a d ulto volu n teered a
3 . 5 hou rti a week;
• The volu nteer worktorce repreoented the equ i va
nine m illion tull-tim e employeeo;
• More women volunteer tha n m e n (62 percent v
men give more tim e tha n women (3. 6 h o u rti vti.
• £ighty-tiix percent volu n teered becauoe they tel
thotie in need; 72 percent volunteered becautie
the acti vity; and 70 vol u n teered to gain a n ew ·

T H E. S E.

Community Champion�

ARE.TRU E B L U E !

Ati part ot our Blue Com munity Cha mpiono p rogram and our partnertihip with the
Jacko0nville Jagua rti. Suoan Brandenb u rg. tiecretary tor Health Care Program Management.
and Fe rna ndo Brya nt. cornerback tor the Jagua rti. were oelected ati Comm u nity Cha m piono.
They each were recognized with plaqueo a n d a $2, 500 donation to the charitieo ot their choice.
Bra ndenb u rg. a BCBSF employee tor two a n d a halt yea ro. motivateti a n d i ntipireti her
bellow employeeti to "adopt" n eedy ta milieo a n d individualti tor th e holidayo. Th rough her
vol u n teer work. Bra n denb u rg diocovered a woma n who wati beeding all ob Lhe n eigh borhood
children out at her own tundti. According to Ch rioti n e Guarjardo. com m u n i ty retio u rce
m a n ager tor the Depa rtment ot Ch ildren a n d Fa milieti . ··un der Suoan ·o leaderohip, the
wom a n wao provided with enough toad tor her ta mily a n d tor th e other ch ild ren, not only
d u ring the holidayo, but th rough the yea r. ati well. " Guarja rdo reportti tha t Bra nden b u rg
tru ly "leadti by exa mple a n d gi veti bir6t ot h ero elt and her ti m e. " B ra n denb u rg cu rren tly iti
collecti ng don ationti ob outdated com p u tero tor th e p rogra m.
Fern a n do Bryan t. a 1 9 99 birot-rou n d d rabt choice uor th e Jagu a rti. hati eo ta blitihed
h imtielb ati one ob th e Jag uaro ' moM ca ri ng a n d uitiible playerti in the com m u n ity. Hio
year-ro und vol u n teer ettortti with Hubbard Houoe. a tihelter tor ba ttered women . a n d h iti
.
work with dioaduantaged youth. "Fern a ndo 'o Co mma ndoti . . h a ve tagged Brya n t ati a true
com m u nity ch ampion.
Sutian Wildeo. Com m u n ity Relationo contiu ltant tor BCBSF. tiayti. "We a re very pleatied to
recognize theoe two i ndividualti tor th eir contrib utionti to the well-being at reoidentti on
Florida ·o Firo t Coaot. "
Congra tula tionti to SUtian Bra n denbu rg a n d Fern a n do Brya nt - tru e Blue Com m u n ity
Cha m piono!

WAY S
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Volu

Here are a uew way6 you can
better community. Involve ye
uriendti to m agniUY the im pa<
the nu mber at people touche
• Give blood;
• Collect tood or clothing tor
• Coach a youth 6porto tea m
• Teach a CPR cour6e;
• Lead a ocout troop;
• Mow you r elderly neighbor
• StaM the phone tree tor thl
tichool: or
• Participate in a titreet clea
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Tea mbuilding
participant6 trom lett
to right: Skip Seetried,
Pa ul McArthur,
Gayla Lippert, Kevan
Va ndergritt. Tom Ki rby.
Charlie Jo ung and
Vicki Thomp60n.

-l.

It you haven ·t
regi6lered a6 a Blue
Co mmun ity Ch ampion.
you can do 60 at the
Blue Community 6ite.
It'6 the be6t 6ource
available about
upcoming event6 in
your area. and once
you 've regi6tered, you
ca n log your volunteer
hour6. from the
Corporate Intranet
homepage. so to
Corporate Jntormationl
Blue Community.
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Serviceo M anagement Tea m, a gro u p leoo tha n a
to con d u ct a team b uilding event. M a nager Vicki
ered the coordina tion ot the event - worki ng on a
'ing the h o m eb uilding blitz. Seven tea m membero
1.g into the n u to and bolto ou houoe b uilding.
. houoe to h o uoe ao a group a n d did whatever n eed
le oayo. "We had to work together ao a team a nd
h a n do-on work. Severa l people really appreci ated
1.e h omeowner - they could oee the work they were
1act "
vol u n teered with other employeeo to pa rticipate i n
e Suoan G. Kamen B reaot Ca ncer Foun dation Race
rhe Leuke m ia Society 'o Walk the Night, but the
iing hao had a d i rect i mpa ct on her work.
mem ber ou the Inuraotru cture Serviceo team, I
ot people and I tended to go to my d i rector tor
m, " ohe oayo. "Si nce our teambuildi ng. I 've Marted
rectly. It really opened dooro to my peero. "
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High technology, high touch

If you've visited the Blue Community Champions Intranet site, you
know it's best in class. And what you see now is only the first phase.
Eventual ly, the site will interface with payrol l so you can make United
Way pledges online, and it wil l calculate actual value of the volunteer
work you do. Those are next steps, Wildes says, that will only increase
the value of our volunteer program. For now, the site is helping the com
pany understand our extended impact on the communities where we
live, work and play.
By collecting information about what employees are doing in the
community as individuals and as corporate teams, the Blue Community
Champions Intranet site can help us better measure the value we pro
vide to the community.
"It's working on several levels, " Wildes says. "First, we see the hours
our employees log in. We also see the types of activities that draw them
into volunteering, so we know what to look for in listing opportunities in
their communities for them to get involved. They can even register for
company-sponsored events."
The Blue Community Champions Intranet site also tracks the organi
zations for which our employees volunteer, and lists the United Way
agencies and volunteer centers throughout the state. Volunteer opportu
nity listings are updated twice a month on the site. ;;

�rL L
FROM OUR VERY FIRST AYS, BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA EMPLOYEES WERE
I involved in volunteer activities, both as individuals and as groups. As
the company grew, so did community involvement, but no one knew
the actual impact BCBSF employees were having on their communities.
The summer unveiling of our Blue Community Champions program
was the result of years of research, planning and development by
Community Relations and the GBUs - not only to gauge the impact
employees have on their communities, but also to help them find vol
unteer opportunities.
'This is an opportunity for employees to engage in volunteer activities
and know the company values their leadership in the community, " says
Susan Wildes, senior consultant, Community Relations. "It's a way for all of
us to play a part in making BCBSF successful in the eyes of the community."
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DATA SOURCC. POINTS

Fo rmer Preoident
Jim my Carter and
BCBSF Preoident and
crn Mike Caocone work
on the BCBSF-oponoored
Habijax home.

or LIGHT FOUNDATION

Americans report volunteering an average of 3-5 hours a week. I f
8,000 BCBSF employees throughout Florida register only eight volunteer
hours over the course of a year, that would amount to 64,000 hours.
Those hours add value to communities. According to Volunteer
Jacksonville, the average volunteer hour is worth $14. 83, putting the
value of those potential 64,000 hours at $949, 120.
Within the first six weeks of the program launch, 900 employees
registered as Blue Community Champions. And, says Wildes, some
employees have told her they haven't signed up as Community
Champions or reported their hours because they don't want to brag or
because they didn't do it for the company.
"But the work we do in our communities during our off hours
reflects on the company," says Wildes. "When you're working the soup
kitchen, the people working with you know you work at Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida."

Community value

''It's a way for all of us
to play a 2art in
. making BCBSF

s11ccessf111
in the eves of
� the comm11nity. })
H

- SUSAN_ WILDES

SENIOR CONSULTANT. COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The national Points of Light Foundation reports that corporate
America's regard for employee volunteer programs as a resource for
achieving strategic business plans is growing. Eight years ago, only 3 1
percent of companies connected volunteering t o their overall strate
gies, but last year that figure grew to 81 percent.
"Blue Community Champions is a way we demonstrate our dedica
tion to provide caring solutions, " Wildes says. "It's part of the way we
live our values and our promise. "

Strate gic resources
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People i n
Memberohip and
Billing know Angel
Foti io a commit
ted volu nteer.
From working on
tea m tood driveo
to orga n izing
evento, Foti ca n be
coun ted on to oay
yeo. So when a
team member, who
juot had a baby,
wan ted to partici
Heart Walk parlicipanto brom lebl to ri3hl: £loa Burrieoci. Kelly Mickey. Staci Sweeney. Toni Joneo. Tabilh
pate in the
Wioneoki. Paula Brunoon. Chrio Lipman. Angel foti. Joey Armendariz, Chri6ty Pal mer and Tracey Tedder.
Jackoonville Heart
alwayo more tun when you have oomeone to do thio
Walk tor the American Heart Aooociation on Sept. 1 6, ohe aoked Foti to
"Ar),d it oayo a lot about the company. The people a
be the tea m captain.
Blue Shield ou Florida are very caring and very giving. '
Atter oigning up through the Blue Community Championo program,
Championo. ohe oayo, provideo a good variety ou activ1
Fo ti recruited 30 other employeeo to join the team tor the three-mile
opportunity to otrengthen the team through recognitio
Heart Walk.
"lt'o a great way to meet other employeeo, ·· ohe oayo. 'There were
"We have a tot ou employeeo who volunteer in the ,
teamo trom diMerent areao ou the company, and BCBSF had a tent there don 't get a ny recognition uor it, " oayo Foti. "lt 'o n ice t
enough to oay, 'Thanko. Jou did a good job and we ar;
tor uo. I wao able to meet a lot ot other people tram the company. It'o

''Blue Community Champions
is a way we demonstrate our

dedi�qt1on
to provide
caring sol11tions.

It's part of the way
we live our values and ou_r

pro1n1se.

,,

Built into the program is a system for recognizing and
employee volunteer efforts based on the number of hour
and benefits of the work, the employee's leadership and
company values and motivation of others to volunteer. T
evaluates how well the volunteer effort demonstrates ou
ues and promise.
To recognize employees, the Blue Community Champion:
• Recognition Roll - the names of employees who 1
company-sponsored activities are posted on the Blue Co1
Champions site;
• Star Volunteer - each quarter a panel selects five
teams with the highest number of qualifying volunteer he
the program criteria; the company will donate $100 to a c
profit organization of Star individuals and $250 to a quali
organization of Star teams.
• Outstanding Achiever - a statewide award to hor
ual or team, selected from the Star Volunteers, whose eff
greatest impact on their community; the company will de
the Outstanding Achiever's qualifying nonprofit agency o

Reco gn ition an d su pp ort
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People i n
Memberohip and
Billing know Angel
Foti io a com mit
ted volu nteer.
From working on
tea m uood driveo
to organ izing
evento, Foti ca n be
counted on to oay
yeo. So when a
team member, who
juot had a. baby,
wanted to partici
Hemt Walk parlicipa nlo brom /eat to risht: £lw Bvrrietici. Kelly ,Hickey. Staci Sweeney. Toni Joneo. Tabitha Joneo. Don na
pate in the
WiMe6kt, Pa ula Bru ntion, Chrio Lipman. Ansel J-oti. Joey Am1endariz. Chri6ty Palmer and Tracey Tedder.
Jackoonville Heart
alwayo more uun when you have o0meone to do thio with you.
Walk uor the America n Heart Aooociation on Sept. 1 6. ohe aoked Foti to
''A nd it oayo a lot about the company. The people at Blue Crooo and
be the team captai n.
Auter oigning up through the Blue Community Championo program.
Blue Shield ou Florida are very caring and very giving. " Blue Community
Championo, ohe oayo, provideo a good variety ou activitieo and an
Foti recruited 30 other employee6 to join the team uor the three-mile
opportunity to Mrengthen the team through recognition.
Heart Walk.
..
"Jt'6 a great way to meet other employeeo, ohe oay6. 'There were
"We have a lot ou employeeo who volunteer in the community who
team6 urom diuuerent a reao ou the company, and BCBSF had a tent there don 't get any recognition uor i t, " oayo Foti. "Jt'o n ice the company careo
,
enough to oay, 'Thanko. You did a good job and we appreciate it. ,.
uor uo. I wao able to meet a lot ou other people urom the company. lt'o
Form.er Pretiident
Jimmy Carter and
BCBSF Pretiident and
C£0 Mike Caocone work
on the BCBSF-tipono0red
Habijax home.

DATA SOURC£, POINTS OF LIGHT FOUNDATION

Americans report volunteering an average of 3-5 hours a week. If
8, 000 BCBSF employees throughout Florida register only eight volunteer
hours over the course of a year, that would amount to 64, 000 hours.
Those hours add value to communities. According to Volunteer
Jacksonville, the average volunteer hour is worth $14. 83, putting the
value of those potential 64, 000 hours at $949, 120.
Within the first six weeks of the program launch, 900 employees
registered as Blue Community Champions. And, says Wildes, some
employees have told her they haven't signed up as Community
Champions or reported their hours because they don't want to brag or
because they didn't do it for the company.
"But the work we do in our communities during our off hours
reflects on the company," says Wildes. "When you're working the soup
kitchen, the people working with you know you work at Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida."

Comm un ity value

ray for al_l of us
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The national Points of Light Foundation reports that corporate
America's regard for employee volunteer programs as a resource for
achieving strategic business plans is growing. Eight years ago, only 3 1
percent of companies connected volunteering to their overall strate
gies, but last year that figure grew to 81 percent.
"Blue Community Champions is a way we demonstrate our dedica
tion to provide caring solutions," Wildes says. "It's part of the way we
live our values and our promise."

Strategic resources
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'�Blue Community Champions
is a way we demonstrate our

dedi�q,tion
to provide
caring solutions.

It's p art of the way
we live our values and our
•

promise. ii

Built into the program is a system for recognizing and supporting
employee volunteer efforts based on the number of hours, the outcomes
and benefits of the work, the employee's leadership and modeling of
company values and motivation of others to volunteer. This program also
evaluates how well the volunteer effort demonstrates our company val
ues and promise.
To recognize employees, the Blue Community Champions program offers:
• Recognition Roll - the names of employees who participate in
company-sponsored activities are posted on the Blue Community
Champions site;
• Star Volunteer - each quarter a panel selects five individuals or
teams with the highest number of qualifying volunteer hours that reflect
the program criteria; the company will donate $100 to a qualifying non
profit organization of Star individuals and $250 to a qualifying non-profit
organization of Star teams.
• Outstanding Achiever - a statewide award to honor the individ
ual or team, selected from the Star Volunteers , whose efforts show the
greatest impact on their community; the company will donate $ 1 , 000 to
the Outstanding Achiever's qualifying nonprofit agency of choice.

Recogni ti on and su pp ort
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Please take a minute to tel l us what you
think about Peropectiveo. the quarterly
publication for BCBSF employees. Your
input wil l help us make sure the publ ication
is meeting your communications needs.

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 - 5 .
5 = Strongly Agree; 4 = Agree; 3 = Neither agree or disagree; 2 = Disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree
1.

Per6pecti veo keeps me well informed of company news and issues.
5

4

3

2

2. Peropectiveo gives me a better understanding of our corporate direction, or in simpler terms, where the company is going.
5

4

3

2

3 . I like the design or "look" of Peropectiveo.
5

4

3

2

4. I read all or most of Peropecti ve6 on a regular basis.
5

4

3

2

5. I enjoy reading Peropecti veo.
5 4 3 2
6. Peropective6 provides me with information that helps me do my job better.
5

4

3

2

7. Peropecti veo helps me to understand how my job fits within with the larger framework of the company.
5

4

3

2

8. Please select the types of information you would like to see more of in Pero pectiveo:
_
_ Company Financial Performance
_
_ Products and Services
_
_ Corporate Programs and Projects
_
_ Benefits
_ _ Human I nterest
_ _ Corporate Strategy/Direction
_ _ Health care industry issues
Other:_ -------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

)

9. How would you prefer to receive Peropecti veo ? (Rank in order
_ _ News Racks
_ _ Intranet
_ _ Interoffice Mail
_ Desk Drop (on my desk)

1-

-

4 ; 1 being your top choice)

Please fax this survey to 90 5 -66 3 8 or mail it to Corporate Communications, DCC 3 - 4 .

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 - 5 .
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think about Peropectiveo. the quarterly
publication for BCBSF employees. Your
input wil l help us make sure the publ ication
is meeting your communications needs.
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Team building
participa nto urom leut
to right: Skip Seebried.
Pa ul McArth ur,
Gayla Lippert, Kevan
Va ndergribb. Tom Kirby,
Charlie Young and
Vicki Thompoon.
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IU you haven 't
regi6lered ao a Blue
Comm u nity Champion.
you can do o0 at the
Blue Community oite.
ffo the beot oaurce
available about
upcoming evento in
you r area. and once
you 've regiolered, you
ca n Los you r volunteer
houro. From the
Corporate Intranet
homepage, go to
Corporate lnbormationl
Blue Community.
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lnbraotructure Serviceo Management Team, a group leoo tha n a
year old, wan ted to condu ct a teambuilding event. M a nager Vicki
Thompoon ohouldered the coordination ob the event - working on a
Habijax home during the homebuilding blitz. Seven team membero
opent a day getting into the n u to and bolto ob houoe building.
"We wen t urom houoe to houoe ao a group a nd did whatever need
ed to be done, " ohe oayo. "We had to work together ao a team and
enjoyed doing the hando-on work. Several people really apprecia ted
working next to the homeowner - they could oee the work they were
doing had a n impact. "
Thompoon hao volu nteered with other employeeo to participate i n
evento ouch ao the Suoan G . Kamen B reaot Can cer Foundation Race
tor the Cure a n d the Leukemia Society'o Walk the Night, but the
Habijax teambuilding hao had a direct i mpact on her work.
"Ao the neweot member ob the lnbraotructu re Serviceo team, I
didn 't know a lot ob people a n d I tended to go to my director tor
project inbormation, " ohe o ayo. "Since our teambuilding, I 've Marted
going to people directly. It really opened dooro to my peero. "
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H i gh tech n olog y, h i g h touch

If you've visited the Blue Community Champions Intranet site, you
know it's best in class. And what you see now is only the first phase.
Eventually, the site wil l interface with payrol l so you can make United
Way pledges online, and it will calculate actual value of the volunteer
work you do. Those are next steps, Wildes says, that wil l only increase
the value of our volunteer program. For now, the site is helping the com
pany understand our extended impact on the communities where we
live, work and play.
By col lecting information about what employees are doing in the
community as individuals and as corporate teams, the Blue Community
Champions Intranet site can help us better measure the value we pro
vide to the community.
"It's working on several levels, " Wildes says. "First, we see the hours
our employees log in. We also see the types of activities that draw them
into volunteering, so we know what to look for in listing opportunities in
their communities for them to get involved. They can even register for
company-sponsored events. "
The Blue Community Champions Intranet site also tracks the organi
zations for which our employees volunteer, and lists the United Way
agencies and volunteer centers throughout the state. Volunteer opportu
nity listings are updated twice a month on the site. ;;

�rl
FROM OUR VERY FIRST DAYS, BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD OF FLORIDA EMPLO'
involved in volunteer activities, both as individuals and
the company grew, so did community involvement, but
the actual impact BCBSF employees were having on thei
The summer unveiling of our Blue Community Chamr
was the result of years of research, planning and develc
Community Relations and the GBUs - not only to gauge
employees have on their communities, but also to help
unteer opportunities.
'This is an opportunity for employees to engage in volu
and know the company values their leadership in the comr
Susan Wildes, senior consultant, Community Relations. "It'
us to play a part in making BCBSF successful in the eyes of
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• Care Guides offer practical information on living with an illness.

Our new health information web site features:

caring for an ill person and helping you understand how health care
• Disease Guides provide basic information about a disease or

benefits and the health system works.

According to the Pointti ob Light
Fou ndation:
• In 1 998, 1 09 m illion a d ultti vol u n teered, u p tiign itican tly brom the
93 m illion i n 1 995 and 80 million i n 1 987;
• In 1 998, thotie 1 0 9 million adu ltti volu n teered a n a verage ob
3. 5 hourti a week;
• The volu n teer workborce repretien ted the equ i va lent ob more tha n
nine m illion bull-ti m e employeeti;
• More women vol u n teer tha n men (62 percent vti. 4 9 percent) b u t
men give more tim e tha n women (3 . 6 h ourti vti. 3 . 4 hou rti); a n d
• £igh ty-tiix percent vol unteered becautie they belt compaMion bar
lhotie in need; 72 percen t volunteered becautie ob their i n tere6t i n
the activity; a n d 7 0 vol unteered to ga i n a n e w perti pective.

condition, including its symptoms, how it is diagnosed, treatments, and
suggested questions for you to ask your doctor. A link to information
about nontraditional treatments is provided for many of the diseases

• Disease Risk Assessments help you evaluate your risk for different

,and conditions, as well.

• Drug Search provides information about medications. how to take

diseases and conditions.

t

• The Harvard Health Letter offers expert opinions and analyses

them, possible side effects and how they interact with other drugs.

a rk et

on important medical topics culled from a collection of newsletters from

• M rem a rkable atipectti ob
1. iti how q u ickly BCBSF i m ple
i-co m me rce ventu re. "At the
year, th iti watin 't on a nyo n e 'ti
ean Hull, PenonalPa th. com
"Jt wati lau nched i n record
ob itti ki nd i n the Florida m a r
nti. Fi rM. the w pport ob th e
m out6ta nding. Secondly, the
rea m - all volu n teerti who did
o their regular work beca utie
Jati tiomethi ng we n eeded to

including news from the Reuters Health Newswire.

,es

• Daily National and Local Medical News offers information,

the Harvard University Medical School.

• Health References is a research area that includes a medical

dictionary and encyclopedia, and a compendium of information on

complementary medicine. such as herbs, supplements and alternative
• Support Forum allows you to pose questions to, and to answer

health approaches.

• My Neighborhood Calendar lists local health events happening

questions from, people with similar health situations and concerns.
in your area.

"Of all the web-based health sites, this one does the best job of

integrating many different sources into content," says BCBSF Medical
Director Elana Schrader. M.D.
In addition to the option of having all this information personalized
every time you visit the site. PersonalPath.com also offers several other
• Live Help, which gives you toll-free, 2/hour-a-day phone access

personalized services:

• The Internet Research Assistant, staffed by registered nurses
and reviewed by physicians, locates credible, relevant medical

for help in navigating the site.

www. per6onalpath. com

• My Mailbox, your personal space for viewing answers to the

information on the PersonalPath.com site or elsewhere on the Internet.
health questions submitted to your personal research assistant. ;;
Winter 2000
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Community Champion6

Ati pa rt ob our Blue Comm unity Cha mpionti program a n d our partnenhip with the
JacktionvUle Jagua rti. Sutia n Brandenburg. tiecreta ry bor Hea lth Care Progra m Ma nagement.
and Ferna ndo Bryant. cornerback bor the jaguarti. were tielected ati Co m m unity Cha m pionti.
They each were recognized with plaq ueti and a $2. 500 donation to the ch a ritieti ot their choice.
Bra n denb u rg. a BCBSF employee tor two a n d a halt yea rti . m otivateti a n d intipireti her
bel low employeeti to "adopt" n eedy ta m ilieti a n d individualti bo r the holidayti. Th rough her
vol unteer work. B ra ndenburg ditico vered a wom a n who wati teedi ng all ob the neighborhood
ch ildren out ot h e r own tundti. According to Ch ri6ti n e G u a rjard o, com m u nity retio u rce
ma nager bor th e Depa rtm ent ob Ch ildren and Fa m ilieti. "Under SuMn 'ti leadenhip. the
woman wati provided with enough toad tor her ta mily a n d bor the other ch ildren. not only
d u ring th e holidayti, but th rough the yea r. ati well. " Guarjardo reportti th at Bra ndenburg
truly "leadti by exa mple a n d gi veti ti nt ot h erti elb a n d h er time. " Bra n denb u rg currently it>
collecti ng donationti ot outdated computerti tor the program .
Fern a ndo Brya nt. a 1 99 9 tir6t-rou n d d rabt choice tor the Jagua n, hati e6tablitihed
h i mtielt ati one ob th e jaguarti · mo6t ca ring and vitiible playerti i n the com m un i ty. Hit>
yea r- rou n d vol u n teer ebbortti with Hubbard Houtie. a tihelter tor battered women. and hit>
wo rk with ditiadva ntaged you th. "Fema ndo 'ti Com m a ndoti, " h a ve tagged Brya n t ati a tru e
com m u ni ty cha m pion.
SuMn Wi/deti. Com m u nity Relationti conwlta n t bor BCBSF. tiayti. "We a re very pleatied to
recognize 1hetie l wo individualti bar th eir contributionti to th e well-being ob re6identti on
..
Florida 'ti FirM Coatit.
Congratulationti to Sutian Bra ndenb u rg a n d Fe rnando Brya nt - true Blue Com m u n i ty
Cha mpionti '

w s
Y O U CA N

Volunteer

Here are a tew wayti you can champion a
better com m unity. Involve you r bamily and
triendti to magniby the impact and increatie
the nu mber ot people touched.
• Give blood;
• Collect bood or clothi ng tor a tihelter;
• Coach a youth 6port6 team:
• Teach a CPR courtie;
• Lead a ticout troop;
• Mow your elderly neighbor'ti yard:
• Stabb the phone tree bor the n eighborhood
tichool; or
• Participate in a 6treet clean up.
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- RANA SCHRADER, M.D .
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a proj ect that has
reduced the nu111ber of
our plan variations
from almost 1 0,000
to a few dozen,
1 s catapulting BCBSF
into a new era .
16
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from junk mail is its ability to add value by providing more information
that is relevant to you," she says. "That can be very powerful, and that's
what PersonalPath.com does."
Most importantly, PersonalPath.com's powerful personalization abil
ities are coupled with an equally powerful, unique privacy capability to
assure that no one - not PersonalPath.com, not BCBSF, not Internet
Privacy Solutions (JPS), a third involved company - has access to your
personalized pages or your health information. "Your log-on informa
tion is held by i PS," says Ommaya, "while your claims information is
anonymously contained within PersonalPath.com data fields. The two
never meet."
Implementation team member Rhonda Medows, M.D., a medical
director and practicing family physician, finds the site "very consumer
friendly. I personally went through 16 topics and felt that there wasn't
too much I couldn't agree with or would have to explain if one of my
patients brought in a print-out."
She also tested the site with her mother, who has arthritis, and her
husband, a family physician who already is considering using some of

the information for his own patients.
"It was easy for my mother to navigate, and she felt th
pie friendly, in everyday lingo that was easy to understan
By the beginning of the year, the PersonalPath.com te
have in place a revenue-generating feature similar to ad,
phone book. " It will be designed to help you find informE
ucts and services particularly related to your condition,"
Hursey, director of corporate projects and the web site p
To assure continued credibility, BCBSF's Medical Pm
Coverage Committee, primarily composed of the compa
directors, will periodically review the site's content. Ric
M.D., a BCBSF medical director who will oversee the sit1
review, is also a member of a PersonalPath.com advisor
also includes medical directors from other participatin�
Blue Shield companies - including those in New Jersey,
South Carolina.

CONTINUt
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"WITH OUR NEW, STREAMLINED COLLECTION OF VALUE-BASED
BlueCare (HMO) and BlueChoice (PPO) products, BCBSF is and will con
tinue to be a strong leader, " says Craig Thomas, director,
Product/Services Del ivery. "None of our competitors offers such a
choice of member-friendly products along with convenient, online
claims processing. These innovations will transform not only our busi
ness, but also the future of the health care industry. "
Product Simplification is part of BCBSF' s Business Transformation ini
tiative, which aims to provide affordable health care for all Floridians. It
combines new technology with redesigned health care plans.
"We're focused on members as never before," says Thomas. "The
simpli fied B lueCare and BlueChoice product l ines are easier for mem
bers to understand, while offering additional coverage options that
members tell us they want."

Fron1 thousands to dozens of variation s

ON AMERICANS REPORT USING TH E I NTERNET TO SEEK
1. Now, thanks to an exciting new web site called
- the first of its kind in Florida - BCBSF employees,
:1oridians will be able to find high-quality, credible
1 they can trust.
I members can choose to have this information person
ed for particular health conditions or concerns - all
ising privacy. "This is the Internet site to go to for any
�stion about yoursel f or your family, " says Elana
11edical director who became the operational product
,al . Path. com shortly before its mid-October launch.
om offers such high value and has so much potential
come part owner of the site, which carries our logo.
keeping with our brand promise because it gives peon formation they need to manage their heal th , " says
manager of the Individual Consumer Business Unit and
:om project director.
= is accessible to every Floridian. "This is a value-added

s

Winter 2000

service we can provide to our members and the public at no cost, " says
Cindy Ta nton, who led the marketing portion of the project. "It a lso will
keep the BCBSF and PersonalPath.com brand names in front of the pub
lic as much as possible. "
Only employees and members receive advanced features such as a
personal ized home page that is customized based on health insurance
claims information and access to the Internet research assistant. (See
Mory on page 1 o.)
For example, according to Alexander Ommaya, Sc. D., manager of
Business Knowledge Management, if you have a history of diabetes, you
can set your Persona!Path. com home page to provide information spe
cific to your condition, including up-to-date diabetes news stories and a
diabetes care guide to enable you to work with your doctor in managing
practical ly every aspect of your condition. Repeat visits will reveal con
stantly updated information.
Hull l ikens it to Amazon.corn's abil ity to recommend additional titles
to you by comparing your purchases with books bought by other read
ers whose selections matched yours. "What most separates the Internet

Previously we offered approximately 1,400 HMO product variations
and 8,400 PPO variations. Through Product Simplification, we now pro
vide 20 statewide HMO plans with a variety of co-pay options. And PPO
plans have been consolidated statewide to 28 small group plans, and 60
large group plans offering a range of prescription drug benefits.
"In the past, we frequently programmed our system to meet one
group's need, resu lting in thousands of different plans, " notes Terry
Troutt, proj ect director, Product Simpl i fication. Troutt heads up a cross
fu nctional team that is responsible for standardizing all BCBSF plans.
Troutt's team, with members from throughout BCBSF, also has been
busy updating our Product Delivery Model so we can take products to
market faster, al lowing us to improve the speed with which we need to
keep pace with market changes.
"Historically, it has taken two to three years to design and launch a
new product," states Troutt. "BlueCare and BlueChoice were developed
much faster than in the past. With our new model, products should take
less than one year from step one to market introduction."

•••••••
•••••

•••
••••••
•••
@
••••••
•••
••••••
••••••
Previously we offered
ar Rrr � xima tely
H�10 product
variations and
8. 7' 00 PPO variations .
Through
Product Simplification,
we now provide
- , state,rf de HMO plans ,
..... .. ) small group
and () () large group
PPO plans .

Greater value, more choice

"We have increased plan design options for both groups and individ
ual health care consumers as we streamlined the portfolio, " says Dawn
Milstead, director, Product Simplification. 'This is significant because
we're preparing our current product platform for the future business
environment. BlueChoice plan options will include plans based on a
deductible and coinsurance, a physician co-payment and a new fam i ly
physician co-payment."
BlueCare and B lueChoice products integrate our members' most pop
ular benefits requests, according to Milstead. BlueChoice products
incorporate a range of enhanced benefits such as: adult wellness beneCONTI Nu rn ON N[XT PA G [
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In a ddition to making
practical sense,
streamlining our products
lets us process claims
.
n. as fe,v as

three 111in11tes -i

thanks to the
capabilities of the
Diamond Operating
Svstem and Virtual Office

(VO) .

'None of OlJr con1petjJors
<tf�ers s\lch a chqice ot rnernber-

tr1enctly produ�ts

· along with convenient
online claims processing.
These 1nnovat1ons
will transform not onlv our business,
but also the future of the
health care industry. "

- CRAIG THOMAS

DIRECTOR, PRODUCT/SERVICES DELIVERY

A cornpany fOCU
primarily on the
health. ind
delivering value
thrQugli an arra ;

choices.

fits; increased lifetime maximum benefits; increased benefits for hos
pice care; and options for additional speech, occupational and cardiac
rehabilitation. Wellness benefits are the most frequently requested
option. The new PPO plan, BlueChoice, covers mammography, a fre
quently requested benefit.

Easy-to-read contracts
"Our members will benefit from - and hopefully appreciate - the
fact that their certificates of coverage are easier to read," says
Milstead. "We restructured the contracts so members can use this doc
ument to truly understand their health care coverage. "

Accelerating the speed of b usiness
In addition to making practical sense, streamlining our products lets
us process claims in as few as three minutes, thanks to the capabilities
of the Diamond Operating System and Virtual Office (VO).
"The big driver for the Product Simplification effort has been to
meet consumer needs and to get plans processed in a more efficient
environment to support improved customer service, " Troutt points out.
Diamond is an easy-to-use, PC-based processing engine that uses VO

• Financial services modernization law and its regulations will
reshape industry boundaries by enabling further integration of financial
institutions, brokerages and insurance companies. It will open doors to a
host of strategic partnerships that provide products and services.
And the uncertainties:
• Public policy developments will likely be a greater influence on the
future direction of health care than competition within the industry.
• The Blue Cross Blue Shield System of Plans continues to face
increasing conflict with regard to double branding, exclusive service

how the company does business. Today, BCBSF's products are being re

payer, we're well positioned. So that sector is consiste1
mary role in the health industry.
• Take Diversified Business with its life, disability inc
products we deliver in the future, but they allow us to �

C h a nge is a given
"The next five years will bring tremendous change t o the industry,"
and we're positioning the company to do just that. "

This technological breakthrough formed the catalyst for rethinking

istrators of a single-payer system. If the continuum shi

solidation within the System of Plans.

processing, we equip providers' offices with PCs directly linked to our

claims submission and approval.

• With First Coast Service Options, we're one of the

worker's comp and long-term care products. These may

Lufrano says. "To be successful, we'll have to change as never before -

benefits information and expedites referrals, co-pay amounts, and

• The Health Business Sector provides the customer I
that can be leveraged for growth, scale, margin and oth�

areas, the fee structure of national programs such as BlueCard, and con

for fast, convenient, on-line claims processing. To facilitate automated
Intranet site. A secure connection gives providers instant access to

Synergies exist among our different sectors, and ea,
ports the Enterprise Vision.

Through its strategic assessment and scenario analysis work, the
Corporate Strategy Committee reviewed a continuum of the health indus

knowledge and experience we can use to further divers
• Through the £-business Sector, we will pursue OP I
drive our future business models to more effectively d«
and services while leveraging our key assets.
Beginning in December, the company will conduct t
communication meetings throughout the organization 1
Enterprise Vision. ;;

try - from a single-payer system to a robust marketplace and from a
strong system of Blues plans to a less-unified system.

designed to work in the Diamond and VO environment.
"Basically, VO takes the member out of the middle of health care
transactions, " Thomas points out. "Providers have direct access to the
information they need, claims can be processed electronically, and the
member can simply concentrate on getting well. "

H a n d -in-h a n d with o ur new bran d
BlueCare and BlueChoice products reflect our new brand strategy so
we can continue to present a consistent message about BCBSF.
"Each employee has a hand in fulfilling the brand strategy, as well as
our promise of providing caring, action-oriented service and affordable
health care choices, " says Milstead. 'We can be proud of our simplified

The Corporate Strategy Committee identified assets tha
• The Blue Cross Blue Shield brand;
• Our customer base;
• Our relationships (providers, members, business dee·
stakeholders, other plans, etc. );
• Information; and
• Capabilities.
The umbrella to all of these is our industry knowledge
that come from our number-one asset - our employee!

BlueCare and BlueChoice products, which will strengthen us far into the
future. These are good examples of the caring solutions we provide. " ;;
per spec lives
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BlueCARE &
BlueCHOrCE:
A QU r C K SUMMARY

BlueCare HMO plans

e next tive years
will bring

tremendous
change to the industry.
To be successful
'Ve '11 have to

cnang.e as never
L,/b etore -

and we're
positio�ing the c 9mpany
to do JUSt that. ,

- BOB llffRAN.O

BCBSF EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

General Counsel Bruce Bagni explains, "We made a decision to invert
our company. We used to have our health business at the top and every
thing else support it. Now we've created four business sectors: Health
Business, Diversified Services, Government Business and E-business. We
can't survive having too much of our business confined to one slice of
the health industry pie. "
The health care slice of the industry is a low-margin business:
2 percent to 3 percent. The other sectors have bigger profit margin
potential, and the expectation is that their financial contributions to
the bottom line will grow faster than the Health Business Sector.
That doesn't minimize the critical importance of our Health Business
Sector because it is the foundation of our business.
"We discussed whether we want to become more diversified, and we
concluded that our assets and strengths are in what we know best health, " Grantham says. "We have _to leverage our valued assets across
the health industry and not go cut timber in Brazil."

Three plus two

Winter 2000

The Corporate Direction for the Enterprise is based on three trends
and two uncertainties.
First the trends:
• E-business/e-commerce will play a key role in reshaping the land
scape of today's economy. E-business refers to newly created e-based
companies with new business models. E-commerce refers to applying e
based technology to existing business models.
• Empowered consumers demand convenience, timeliness, consis
tency, quality, control, personalized services and choices. In particular,
if employers shift to defined contribution plans (giving consumers the
power to spend a set amount of benefits dollars as they see fit), it will
change the face of our industry.

Our new HMO package, called BlueCare, rolled out Jan. 1, 2000. Our
members, sales staff and provider network have enthusiastically received
it. About 75 percent of our HMO members have migrated to BlueCare. It is
available through Health Options Inc. to individuals in Florida who are
not covered by a group plan. Here is how BlueCare works:
• Members pay a monthly fee in return for a full range of hospital,
physician and other medical services.
• Each member chooses a Primary Care Physician (PCP) from the
HMO's network of doctors to coordinate all their health care needs.
• PCPs provide most medical services to members.
• Written referrals from the PCP generally are needed for the mem
ber to receive covered services from another physician or hospital,
although some exceptions may apply.
• When covered services are provided through, or coordinated by,
the PCP, the member pays only a predetermined co-payment, eliminat
ing deductibles and balance billing.
• Optional riders for maternity and child care only coverage are
available for an additional cost.

Blu cChoicc PPO plans

BlueChoice PPO products replace our Preferred Patient Care PPO.
BlueChoice was introduced to the group markets beginning Oct. 1 .
BlueChoice currently is available t o members of employer groups in
Florida that have contracted with BCBSF. BlueChoice for Individuals will
roll out in early 2001. Here is how BlueChoice works:
• Group members and/or their employers pay a monthly fee in
return for a full range of hospital, physician and other medical services.
• Covered individuals can choose any physician or hospital for
their care.
• However, covered individuals are encouraged to use the PPO's
network of providers to receive enhanced benefits such as no claims
filing and no balance billing.
• A variety of prescription drug coverage options are available,
depending on the group plan selected by the employer.
Under the BlueChoice products, there are three major plans:
• BlueChoice PPO Health Plan;
• BlueChoice Family Physician Plan; and
• BlueChoice PPO Co-payment Plan.
Blue Choice plans may also provide pharmacy coverage through
MediScript (coinsurance) and BlueScript (co-pay), wellness benefits and
expanded outpatient therapies, such as speech and occupational therapy.
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What doe6 Public
Policy do?

Randy Kammer,
a 14-year BCBSF
employee. wa6 recently
appoin ted vice pre6ident
ob Public Policy, in
addition to her role a6
vice pre6ident ob
Regulatory Abbain
Perspectives recently
interviewed Ka m mer to
better u nder6 ta n d Public
Policy'6 role and how it
help6 BCBSF reach it6
bu6ineM goal6.

20
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How are the6e
po6ition 6tatement6
U6ed ?

What would you My
i6 Public Policy '6
main goal?

KAMMER: Our role is to ensure that the direction the company is
going is consistent with corporate values and has the greatest impact
for BCBSF, the industry and society in general. We do this by research
ing and analyzing critical issues that affect our company and industry
and by developing position statements that reflect the company's view
points on these issues.

KAMMER: These positions are used by our Government and
Regulatory areas, in addition to others who have contact with the
media, trade associations and other external publics. These positions
help us to present a consistent message of where the company stands
on key issues and our viewpoints on how to improve the health care
industry. These improvements will ultimately help to provide our mem
bers with affordable health care choices.

KAMMER: We want to have a positive impact on the health care
industry by helping to shape solutions that help people obtain and
maintain health care coverage. We do this by advocating affordable
health care solutions.
We believe that what is good for the health care industry is generally
good for BCBSF, as well. For example, we believe that if we are able to
help shape solutions to decrease the number of uninsured, we enhance
our own business position because it reduces the amount of unnecessary
medical costs that are passed on to health care coverage companies.

AS WE APPROACHED THE YEAR 2000, THE CORPORATE S
Committee addressed a growin
Health care is only one portion
portion - of the health industr·
"While we don't see our rev
ing, " says Chief Financial OfficE
"we do see the health care sliCE
industry pie shrinking."
"Health care" focuses on be1
ber pays a premium in return f,
and access to care. But other sl
health industry focus on out-of
expenses, the uninsured and ir
benefits such as long-term can
savings accounts.
"Historically, we have focus,
care, thinking more as a health
managed care company," says (
Officer Joe Grantham. "Today, 1
Strategy Committee is committ,
ing our vision as an enterprise
on the entire health industry."

.e 1nade a decision
to 111\ �tt our company.
We used to have
our health business
at the top
and everyt1ting else
support 1t. ·
- BRUCE BAG N.l
GENERAL COUNSEL

Enterp rise Vision

Our vision for the enterprise
pany focused primarily on the h
delivering value through an arra
Executive Vice President Ro
says the Enterprise Vision cont
meaningful changes.
"First, focusing primarily on
industry as opposed to health c
leverage key assets into a whol
rather than limiting ourselves t
ment," he says. "Second, to de!
through an array of choices, wt
en our view of what our oppor
vide value are."
CONT/NU,
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S-JRY .
Yet, Blue Croqs an d Blqe Shield of Florida
emerged a leacter. .
Why ? Becaµse we continuously

assess the enVIronment
and
respqnd strategic;ally

to industry dyn amics
and changing member needs .

These positions help us
to presep.t a

consistent
message of
where the
company stands
. on kev .issues and our
v1e'Yf) 01nts

on How to iinprove
the health care
industrv.
Winter 2000

What typeo o� iooueo
doeo Public Policy
develop pooitiono
about?

KAMMER: Our key issues are the ones you read about in the
newspapers - the uninsured, patient protection legislation, Medicare
reform, individual reform , children's health issues and employee
coverage, just to name a few. We currently have positions on about
70 issues and we are usual ly in the process of developing positions for
about 10 issues at any given time.

We hear a lot about
patient protection
legiolation theoe
dayo. What io the
company'o pooition
on thio?

KAMMER: Basically, we believe that adding another layer of
regulation wou ld lead to additional cost for our members with little
added value. We do support fair, reasonable and adequate regulation
to protect consumers, but we bel ieve that the best solutions result from
private efforts between health plans and members, which produce
innovation and positive change in the health care system.
Some solutions we advocate include promoting efficiency in health
care financing and delivery, increasing competition based on value and
promoting continuous quality improvements. We want to avoid solutions
that have unnecessary complexity and increase the cost of health care.

How doeo Public
Policy determine the
company'o pooition
on iooueo?

KAMMER: We have three analysts (PhDs), Pa mela Martin, Rob Haley
and Tim Strawderman, who research and analyze key issues using a
variety of resources - the web, trade publ ications and academ ic
publ ications. We also look at historical data and work closely with
people in the company and at trade associations who have day-to-day
contact with the issue.
All of our proposed pol icy positions are reviewed and approved by
the Public Po licy Workgroup, which represents many areas of the
company, including marketing, finance, senior markets, public affairs,
e-business and diversified business. This group seeks to build consen
sus with the goal being to develop position statements that are in the
best interest of the company, have the greatest value for our members
and society, and are legislatively feasible.
C O N TI N U £ D O N N [XT PA G [
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and are legislatively feasible.

What do you mean
by legi6latively
bea6ible?

How doe6 Public
Policy determine
which iMUe6 require
an obbicial company
po6ition?
How doe6 your
background in
Regulatory Abbair6
help you in your role
in Public Policy?

What'6 ahead bor
Public Policy?
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With the d riving uorceo
au the curren t
buoineM environment,
we 're leveraging our
o trengtho in health
ca re into the h ea l th
induotry ao a whole.

KAMMER: If we are going to suggest a change that affects the law,
there must be a connection between political reality and our policy
positions. This is critical. Having an understanding of how to develop
positions that are legislatively feasible has a direct impact on our abili
ty to influence real, meaningful solutions that will benefit our mem
bers. Our Governmental and Legislative Relations department provides
direction on ensuring our positions are legislatively feasible and they
also have been successful in implementing our policy positions in the
legislature and in Congress.

PERSONALPATH. COM
Our n ew h ighway to health
i nuorm atio n io pero o na lized,
credi ble a n d oecure. The
Uirot ou ito ki n d in Flori d a,
thio exciting new web o ite io
available to all Floridiano.

KAMMER: There are many different ways issues get surfaced - from
the Public Policy Workgroup, the Public Affairs Leadership Team, input
from senior leadership and by monitoring the media. We also get good
information on issues from our members and providers.

PRODUCT
SIMPLIFICAT

Th io i ni ti a tive combineo neu
and redeo igned h ea l th care
menu approach tha t a llowo
pick a n d choooe uorm o ou cc
m ea n i n gbul to them.

CHAMPIONS
IN BLUE
Our new compa ny volun teer program uaci l
i tateo employee i nvolvement a n d h elpo uo
to m eawre the impact JWe h ave in our
com m u n i tieo.

KAMMER: To be an effective regulatory advocate, you must have a

good understanding of the business and political environment, so that
combination is very helpful in developing policy positions - it gives me
a practical view of the impact of our positions.

KAMMER: I would like to see our department move toward evaluating

issues that affect us as an entire organization, not just our health business.
For example, changes in the investment code could have a big impact on
our future financial success. Having a positive influence over laws and
regulations that affect our company is critical to our future survival. GI

Ran dy Kam mer, recently appointed
vice preoi dent ou Public Policy in
a dd i tio,.n to h er role ao vice preoi dent
au Regulatory Rela tiono, dioCUMeo
Pub lic Policy 'o role a n d how it h elpo
B CBSF reach ito b uoineoo goalo.
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AS THE WORLD MOVED TOWARD A CYBER SOCIETY DURING THE LAST 25
years, experts envisioned a world of robots replacing human beings in a
myriad of tasks, including caregiving. A cold image, indeed.
Thankfully, today's technology means faster access to better informa
tion. The capability to conduct business transactions in a near instant

Long gone are the days of
manual tyP,cwriters, rotary phones
ana .ditto m�chines .
It's a new m1llenn1um
and a brave new world.
What is your favorite

creates the freedom to shift our focus from tasks that truly are better
left to computers - number crunching, benefits tracking, call routing and
claims processing - to those that have personal meaning to our mem
bers. Consider the stories in this issue:
• Our vision for the enterprise focuses on leveraging our strengths in
health care into the health industry as a whole. Foundational to that are
our four business sectors: Health Business, E-business, First Coast
Service Options and Diversified Business. Tying all the components
together and creating the opportunity to extend our knowledge and
experience in health care to a bigger industry is technology.
• Product Simplification rolls out in full force, providing an array of
member-friendly products along with convenient, online claims process

anility to
1ct business transactions

Lr instant

creates the freedom_ to
our focus from tasks
r are better left to computers
to those that have.
)ersonal meaning
our members .

ing. It represents a combination of new technology and redesigned
health care plans that will enable us to touch more Floridians with
affordable health care solutions than ever before.
• PersonalPath.com is our highway to health information that is
personalized, credible and secure. The first of its kind in Florida, this
exciting new web site is available to all Floridians, as well as BCBSF
employees and members.
• The August debut of our volunteer program, Blue Community
Champions, uses the company Intranet to help enrich the communities
where we live, work and play. The program facilitates involvement by list
ing volunteer opportunities and handling registration for some activities. It
also helps to measure the impact we have in our communities through vol
unteer activities and to recognize individuals and teams for their efforts.
• In our InterView section, Regulatory Affairs and Public Policy Vice
President Randy Kammer discusses how people from throughout the
company form policies that will have the greatest societal value and are
legislatively feasible.
• Finally, in Bright Ideas, we asked employees about their favorite
technological advances of the new millennium. We think the range of
their perspectives will surprise you.
For the first time, we're distributing Per6 pecti ve6 via desk drop in an
effort to ensure that all employees have an opportunity to benefit from
this important, award-winning publication. We welcome your opinions
and suggestions. You can contact us in several ways: voice mail, (904)
905-3047; email, "Blue Views"; fax, (904) 905-6638; or interoffice mail,

CLAUDIA BRAUER

JAMES DUNSFORD

QUALITY ANALYST, R EGULATORY COMPLIANCE, MIAMI

SERVICE MANAGER, DIRECT OVER 65 CENTRAL, JACKSONVILLE

Geostationary satellites. As important as stone tools, the discovery of
fire, or the wheel, Planet Earth's history "before" and "after" the Age of

I would be hard pressed to pick a single item. As a category, packag
ing has experienced some great advances though. Ask a Gen-Xer what a

Satellites. Expanding our senses of sight and sound, elongating our hands

church key is and you'll get a blank stare. The base of the two-liter soda

and feet, adding wings to our imagination. The modern world as we know

bottle required some innovative engineering and I understand that there

it wouldn't be if it weren't for "The Satellite." We pick up an amazing

is a revolution on the horizon for the disposable coffee creamer contain

device and in a few seconds sound is transformed into electrical impuls

er. One can only imagine what lies ahead!

es, sent to outer space, processed in non-gravity and sent back to Earth!
TV, phone, fax, pager, Internet. Food processing, computers, highway

JAMES WILLIS

patrols, emergency rooms, nuclear weapons, airplanes, space shuttles.

SENIOR PROJECT CONSULTANT, HBPW, JACKSONVILLE

For progress or desolation. In sickness and in health. In good times and
in bad. Paraphrasing Carl Sagan: "Sending signals of intelligence to a hun

I started my first job when phones were dialed not punched. The
push button phone with caller ID, conference calling, call transfer, one

dred ships launched to the realms of the solar system, and four of them

button dialing, voice mail and a speaker phone is my favorite. I don't

out, to the stars. "

have to go to a meeting to talk to more than one person. I don't have to
hang up to be sent to a new number. Voice mail records my missed calls.
Most importantly, I don't have to wait after dialing a nine.
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